
At Carglass NL, more than 350 technicians work hard every day to ensure that damaged windscreens can be quickly 
and professionally repaired; whether in one of almost 60 service centers, or by one of 150 vehicles providing service 
on location. “When your windscreen is damaged, you don’t want to wait too long for repairs. It needs to be done today, 
tomorrow or the next day at the latest”; that’s the Carglass philosophy. In order to provide even better service, Carglass 
decided to restructure its organization and optimize its scheduling process.

The situation
Prior to the implementation of ORTEC, each 
individual Carglass service center scheduled its 
technicians’ tasks manually, using paper work 
orders. This method offered little in the way of 
flexibility, and the lack of overview prevented the 
service centers from easily exchanging service 
technicians. “And that came at the cost of 
customer service.”

The solution
In order to optimize the scheduling process and 
improve customer satisfaction, Carglass chose 
ORTEC Service Planning, supplemented with 
the Field Mobility Suite provided by our partner 
Sigmax.

The results
In the process of increasing customer satisfaction, 
the use of ORTEC helped achieve other valuable 
results:
+ An optimal schedule, thanks to greater insight 

and flexibility.
+ Cost savings, thanks to the flexible use of 

technicians and resources.
+ Time saved in the administrative process: 

invoices can be processed immediately.
+ Time saved in work: pre-loading service vans 

means that technicians need not spend time 
looking for materials.

+ Greater insight into management information, 
and better opportunities for evaluation.

About Carglass

Carglass is a specialist 

in repairing and replacing 

automotive windows. From its 

58 locations and a call center, 

around 650 employees work 

hard every day to ensure that 

customers can receive help 

quickly in the event that their 

windows are damaged.

This can be done at one of the 

company’s locations, or on-site 

using a service van.

 

 Number of technicians: 350

 Number of service vans: 150

 Number of clusters: 12

 Number of planning offices: 6

Carglass - The Netherlands
“The most important motivation was to 

increase our customer service. Thanks to 
ORTEC, we achieved that goal.”

“For us, the goal was to provide faster service to our customers. With ORTEC, 
we improved our customer service and we work more efficiently.”

Joep Jagtman, Operations Performance Manager at Carglass
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“Our most important focus is helping our customers 
wherever and whenever they need it”, explains Joep Jagtman, 
Operations Performance Manager at Carglass. “That’s why we 
have such a large number of service centers, combined with 

our mobile service vans.” In the past, the technicians’ activities 
were scheduled manually at each individual service center, 

using paper work orders. “That method didn’t provide
 enough flexibility

Fast service as guiding principle
Carglass decided to restructure the organization and to 
automate and optimize the scheduling process. “Many 
companies acquire a scheduling system just to cut costs”, 
Jagtman says. “But for us, providing fast service to our 
customers was the guiding principle. With ORTEC, we proved 
our customer service and we work more efficiently.”

Cost savings through optimization
An added advantage: that also helps cut costs: “ORTEC 
Service Planning optimizes the number of kilometers we 
have to drive. The scheduling system also uses the actual 
travel times, where the old system used fixed travel times. 
We also couldn’t pre-load the vans at the service centers, 
because the day schedule was drawn up later in the morning. 
Now, we save time and we can process more orders during 
a shift.”

Better planning and forecasting
For Carglass, it is important for the technicians to be able to 
work flexible hours and for customers to receive assistance 
quickly. Over the course of the day, ORTEC Service Planning 
constantly optimizes the service schedule. “When an order is 
cancelled, for example, the scheduling system automatically 
frees up that time block. That way, any new orders can be 
sent to the technician instantly, with the correct work order.”

Improved customer satisfaction
“We have already realized all of the goals we had in the 
beginning”, Jagtman concludes. “Thanks to our new work 
method, we can optimally assign the technicians and 
resources needed to provide the customer with the best 
possible service.”

Could it be even more efficient?
The positive impact that the mathematical optimization has 
had on the organization and customer satisfaction has only 
whetted Carglass’ appetite. ORTEC is therefore conducting a 
study in order to calculate how Carglass can work even more 
efficiently, without sacrificing fast customer service.

Want to learn more about our solutions? Contact us at:          info@ortec.com         ortec.com


